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I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to the 
following, for their assistance in the 1,reparation of 
this work: 
To Mr. R.R. Tompkins, I am particularly indebted 
' 
for his guidance and inspiration, which did so much to 
make this work possible. 
And, to the teachers who gave so unselfishly of 
their time in supplying the necessary inforn~ation, I 
am grateful. 
This work vms begun during the school year of 1940 
and 1941, and completed during the summer of 1941. 
In observing the :practice generally followed, es-
pecially in the smaller schools of Oklahoma, of allowing 
tb.e superintendent to decide on the merits of his teach-
ing staff, it occurred to the writer that possibly the 
group best qualified to pass judgment 011 the superinten-
dent of schools would be l1is teaching staff. 
In looking over the literature which :pertained to the 
qualifications of the school superintendent, it was found 
that almost every conceivable group hadt at one time or 
anott1er, attempted to tell just what vms required to be a 
successful superintendent. The exce:i;;tion to this state-
ment seerr..ed to be the teacher. It is with this particular 
group of people that this paper is concerned. 
r11his study is an attempt to arrive at sorn.e definite 
unders.tanding of w~1at tlle teachers of Oklahoma believe es-
sential to the success of an O.klal10ma suporintendent of 
schools. N"o attem:pt is made to establish a hard and fast 
rule for success, but an attempt is made to find, if :pos-
sible, those elements which may be said to be common to 
the successful school executives or the state. 
This work has been done with the hope tl1at it will 
serve a double :purpose. First, that it may be used by 
iv 
boards of education in Oklaho1r.a in their problem of super-
intendent selection and retention .. Second, it is hoped 
V 
that su_perintendents will find it useful as a means of self-
evaluation. 
If it should serve these two purposes, then the writer 
will feel anrply justified for his efforts. 
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GHAI'TER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the introduction of public education in the 
United States, there has been a problem of selecting those 
who are to ad.minister it. 
The selection of teachers was often a haphazard affair, 
with qualifications many times playing a minor part in their 
selection. With the beginning and rise of the superinten-
dency, tllere was a corresponding decrease in the responsi-
bility of the board of education in the matter of selecting 
1 
suitable teachers. However, th:Ls by no means freed the board 
fro.ffi their responsibility in selecting the school head or 
superintendent, who came to assmue a larger and lare;er respon-
sibility in the selection of teachers. It may be said that as 
the board's responsibility in the matter of teacher selection 
decreased, there was a corresponding incr€:ase in the superin-
tendent's responsibility. 
Education has grown in size and soo:pe until today it is 
one of tl1e biggest businesses in which our people engage. 
Indeed, a large share of each tax dollar goes for the sup-
port of education. Our educational system has grown from a 
few scattered schools, available only to a small portion of 
the poy;ulation, to a gigantic system. affording public edu-
cation to almost all who will take it. It has expanded from 
tl1e small one room school of our grandfathers 1 day to the 
modern efficiently equipped, spacious buildings of today. 
2 
It has grown both up and 01n the scale educationally as far 
as years service is concerned . fuereas , once only grammar 
school rlB.s available at public ex~ense, no ~e have gone dovm 
to include the kindergarten and up to include the university . 
In regard to this gro rth , Reeder1 says : 
"Educatlon is not only the most portant busi -
ness of a state , but by facts an figures it is the 
largest business or testate . 
"Regarding the size of education , it must be 
describe as gigantic. Com ared vith oth r ublic 
businesses , far more money is srent in education , 
far more people are employed in it , and far more 
people are affected , either directly or indirectly, 
by it . In the typical state , oounty , parish , city, 
town , village , township , or rural community , nearly 
one-half of all the tax oney is now ex ended for 
education, and in the U ited tates nearly t ee 
billion doll rs is now annually used for this :function. 
To conduct this immense business , more than one million 
ereployees - more than in any other public business -
are required . This huge army of employees has under 
its tutelage , administration , and supervision more than 
twenty- eight million pupils . 
or has the business of education yet reached 
its full gro rth - probably it never will and never 
should . Eduction already constitut es the 1 gest 
and ruost i n:.~ ortant business of the .American people , 
and what is of even greater signif i cance , the faith 
in its efficiency - al1ays s t rong - continues to gro 
Along Ii th this gro vth and expansion there has been a 
" 
cor responding increase in the 1.m.portance o the superinten-
dent ' s position. he has come fro the position of 'head 
teacher " to t hat of an administrator those execut · ve skill 
must equal tnat of the best in tho field of business . He 
has beco ea specialist in the field of education just as 
1 • G. Reeder , The Fundan:..entals of Publio School A "nis-
tration, pp . 1- 2 . 
truly as tlle m.aster surgeon is a specialist. 
2 Reeder says: 
"The first large step, then, in creating a 
school machinery was taken when separate school oom-
mittees or boards were established to perform cer-
tain administrative functions. The next large step 
was taken when it was realized that the business or 
education was so large, complex, and important that 
special employees were needed to assist boards of 
education with its admini$tration. To students of 
modern education, it 1s diffioult to understand \vhy 
this important step was not taken until almost two 
hundred years after the establishment of the first 
public schools. 
"Thus, superintendents of schools oame into be-
ing, the first city superintendency being established 
by Providence, Rhode Island, in 183-6, and the first 
county superintendent co.ming about the same time. 
To the newly established superintendency, however, 
boards of education were slow in -delegating functions. 
Soon, though, the office proved its worth, and during 
the last five decades it has been established in 
every comm.unity, and large funct-ions have been dele-
gated to it." 
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In regard to the rise and growth of the superintendency, 
Cubberly3 says: 
"As we look back over the three-quarters or a 
century, during which the office of superintendent 
of schools has been in existence, a few nruaes stand 
out with particular prominence as men who have laid -
often against tremendous obstacles, often in con-
flict and contest to the end of their careers, and 
often by the sacrifice of much that men hold dear -
the foundation principles of the new work, to which 
they gave the best years of their lives .. Doing a 
pioneer work, and often misunderstood and unappre-
ciated by those with whom they labored, these men 
uatiently blazed a trail for others to follow. As a 
recent ivriter put it, rEach traveled the trail at his 
own gait, with rations ai.~d blankets only, and never 
knowing, though caring much, where each year's tramp-
ing would end.' Out of this three-quarters of a cen-
tury of trial, conflict, discussion, and experimenta-
tion, a profession of school supervision is at last 
2Ibid. PP• ?-8. 
4 
evolved .• n 
Cubberly4 has the :follo,uing to say in regard to the his-
tory of the sui:ierintendency: 
nsome of the first superintendents of city school 
systems· were not even school men, and their duties 
were more those of a school board clerk or business 
manager of today than those of a modern :professional 
superintendent. Gradually but slowly, with the growth 
of the cities, the widening sphere of public education, 
the increase in the complexity of the school system 
maintained, the increase in the number of superinten-
dents employed, and the growth of a professional 
sphere among them, boards of education began to de-
crease the munber, importance, and activity of the 
standing and special committees, and to direct the new 
su:perintendent o:r schools either to investigate con-
ditions and needs and to report to them vd th recom-
mendations, or to act in their name." 
It is only logical that with this increase in the im-
portance of the su1)erinte.ndent' s position, that the problem 
of selecting suitable men to fill these positions and judging 
the efficiency of those already employed has become one of 
the major proble:m.s confronting the boards of education. 
Cubberly5 expresses the groat imrortance of the office 
of superintendent, ·when he says: 
'1What the schools are in organization, adminis-
tration, instruction, spirit, and purpose, and the 
position which they occupy in the eyes of the com-
munity, they are largely as the result of the actions, 
labors, manliness, courage, clear vision, and common 
sense of the super:i.ntendent of the schools. About 
him and his work the schools revolve, and it is large-
ly he who makes or mars the system. What he is, the 
schools, under prope.r administrative conditions• be-
corJe; what he is not., they often plainly show. 
3.E. P. Cubberly, :Public School Administration, p ... 131. 
4Ibida p. 81. 
"It is often said that only the man who is mas-
ter of his calling, who overruns its mere outlines 
and knows more about the details of his work than 
anyone else with whom he must work, is sate .. " 
Needless to say, much has been written concerning just 
what qualities to look for in a superintendent of schools. 
5 
For a great number of years now the sup~rintendency has been 
recognized as a position requiring services of' very capable 
men. Witness the words from an editorial in the American 
School Board Journa16 of some fifty years ago, as given in a 
recent issue: 
"Briefly, then, the superintendent should be a 
man of rare attainments morally, intellectually, and 
socially, in one word, a full-orbed man.tt 
Superintendent Broome of Philadelphia sent an inquiry 
to fifteen school executives who are generally conceded to 
be successful., They represented oi ties from fifty thousand 
to one million population. From the replies he received, he 
made a summary or the qualities which make a successful 
superintendent. 
The ileventh Yearbook, Department of Superintendents, 
lists t.wenty-eight personal qualities for success in the 
superintendency, as reported one hundred times by city and 
rural s.chool exeeuti ves. 
Another study reported in this· same work lists the 
elements which explain the success of superintendents of 
schools, according to the opinions of two hundred si:x:ty:-f'our 
5Ibid. pp. 132 and 139. 
6w. D. Wilkins, 0 An X-Ray of a Superintendent," American 
School Board Journal, Vol. 100 (May, 1940), p. 24. 
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school board members .. 
vr. c •. Reavist in his article, nrersonal Characteristics 
Desired in a :Public School E:x:ecuti ve", points out the need 
i"or identifying a small nrunber of :personal characteristics 
of the superintendents. This article surnmarizes the necessary 
elements under five headings .. 
J. R. Shannon, author of t 1Ten 1'.Laxims for the School 
Superintendent.,, gives the college instructors' views concern-
ing the qualities which malrn for success in the superinten-
dency. 
"Personal Qualifications of the Superintendent", by 
F. L. Wright, is an article which attaches a great deal of 
importance to the personal element and includes a list of 
seven minimum essentials for a successful superintendent. 
A book salesman gives his idea of what it t~1kes to malce 
a successful superintendent, in an article entitled nsuper-
intendents I Have Met". 
C. Erickson is a classroom teacher, who expresses her 
own :personal opinion of the elements which have made her 
superintendent successful, in her article, "Meet the Super-
intendentu. 
Another article by a book salesman, "The Five Senses 
of a Superintendent"• gives an analysis of the successful 
sui:;erintendent .. 
A brief' consideration of some of the books, which deal 
with this particular subject, reveals a very thorough dis-
cussion of the elements of success in the su1)erintendency 
7 
by E. P. Cubberly, in his book, npublic School Ad.ministra-
tion". 
W. G • .Reeder, "The Fundamentals of Public School Ad.minis-
tration 11 , stresses the importance of leadership to the suc-
cessful sur;erintendent. 
A rating scale for the evaluating of a superintendent 
may be found in nThe Beginning School Superintendent 11 , by 
Bolton, Cole, and Jessup .• 
This is by no means a comprehensive list of studies on 
this particular subject, but it will serve to ill.ustrate the 
fact that considerable thought has been given to the matter 
of wluJt it takes to make a superintendent successful. In 
the course of this work, occasion will be had to refer again 
to these particular works, as ·well as others which have not 
been mentioned. 
This study was undertaken to discover, if possible, 
those elements which are common to successful superinten-
dents of schools, and to condense them into such a form as 
to be usable by superintendents and boards of education. 
The need for such a list of elements is expressed by J. R. 
Shannon7 , when he says: 
"There are thousands of words in the English 
language, but some of them are used much more fre-
quently than others. There are ten words which oc-
cur so often in normal usage that if one can spell 
the ten, he will :find twenty-five per cent o.f his 
spelling needs satisfied. In like manner, there 
are many principles and rules which should govern 
the conduct of a school superintendent, but some 
of them are much more frequently applicable than 
others. School superintendents should be particu-
l ly alert to observe these fe rules which are 
most likely to spell success or failure . School 
boards sho d see that their superintendents know 
such rule s . A school superintendent who knows these 
rules rill be less likely to get ' spelled do • ' " 
8 
It has been quite evident for so et' e that the super-
intendent v.ias the key figure , on which hinged the successful 
functioning of the school . His position has grovm from that 
state of non- existence to a state of vital importance to the 
school and the community . 
Herbold points out the fact that if the school system 
has a poor teacher , only her students suffer . Whereas , if 
the system has a poor superintendent , all the students and 
all the teachers suf'fer . Certainly an office ,hich carries 
with it such powers for bette ent or destruction should at 
all times be filled with the best possible material . 
The usual custom is for the board to hire a superinten-
dent , and , as long as there is not too much complaint , to 
consider him satisfactory . It is a generally accepted fact 
that boards of education are often poorly qualified to ac-
curately judge the merits of a superintende t . 
Granting that the board is not always ualti'ied to 
pass on the merits of the superintendent , the problem. still 
remains : fuat does it take to make a successful superinten-
dent? The board hires and fires, and still , therefore , must 
7J . R. Shannon , "Ten Maxims for the School uperintendent , " 
.erican chool Board Journal, Vol . 95 ( ovember , 1937) , 
p . 18. 
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sanction the superintendent , regardless or their own quali-
fications to judge. 
The question arises as to who is best qualified to aid 
the board in passing judgment on the superintendent . Herbold8 
attempts to answer this question of superintendent selection, 
when he says : 
"iVb.o should give the board the needed in.f'ormation 
about the su~erintendent? 
1 . The children - they are not qualified to pass 
judgment on tho abilities of the superinten-
dent . 
2 . The good l adies of the tovm - they are not 
qualified. However, they do often r onder 
judgment . 
3 . The teaching force - this group is by far 
the best qualified to present an unbiased, 
qualified, and professional help to the board 
than any other group of persons . 
a . They are trained in the knmvledge of good 
school practices . 
b . They have an insight into school organi-
zation , ethics, and pupil welfare that 
the ordinary layman cannot possess . 
c . They are in the heart of the situation. 
d . It may be said that certain teachers 
would dellberatcly attempt to undermine 
and injure , because of personal spite . 
The teacher constantly lives in fear of 
the report her principal will make on 
her to the board. 
"Then, too, there is the probability that the 
judgment of a large group of teachers on one man would 
be more reliable than the judgment of one man on a large 
group, as is the usual practice in the hiring and firing 
10 
of teachers . " 
Thus , by using a process or elimination, it se s evident 
that of all the groups ihO could pass judgment , the teacher 
is the best qualified . For these reasons , the vie oint of 
the teacher was of prime importance in the preparation of this 
paper . 
Thus , the problem has resolved itself from merely one of 
what elements make a successful school superintendent , to the 
more definite form "What Elements ake a ucoessful chool 
Superintendent : Fr o.m t he Teacher ' s Vie oint . " 
A brief consideration of terms used in this work ill 
serve to make clear the position of the writer . 
"Elements" is used in this statement of the problem to 
include those personal qualities , professional qualities , 
and particular conditions , lhich may be considered as con-
tributing to the success of a school superintendent . It does 
not , then, confine the study to specific personal qualities 
~hich might figure in success , but includes anything ~hich , 
in the teacher ' s opinion , contributes to the superintendent ' s 
success . 
In the directions for filling out the questionnaire , a 
successful superintendent was defined as "that man ~ho can 
conduct the school in such a manner as to insure the greatest 
8Pau1 Herbold , "Evaluating the 11 To1;m Administrator , " 
Education , Vol . 59 (December , 1938), pp . 250- 252 . 
11 
possible benefits to the greatest possible number of students . " 
It is evident that this definition does not limit the meaning 
of successful to only thot class of sur erintendenta ho re-
main in one pl ce for a long period of years . In fact , it 
makes no attempt to establish a connection between length of 
service and success . 
The issues hich arise in the consideration of this to ic 
may be stated briefly . First , are th re any elements 1hich 
are common to all successful au erintendents? Second, is the 
teacher qualified to judge t hese elements? d t hi rd , :rhat 
elements do teachers think make a successful SU 'erintendent? 
The first step in t ne securing of info ation on this 
subject was a survey of the available literature . In this 
survey, the writer found no list of elements made up entirely 
as t e result of observation of teacher opinion . Studies* 
were found which gave t he ideas of superintendents , the ideas 
of school board members , and the ideas of book salesmen . 
The questionnaires rere distributed in two different 
ways . One group of one hundred twenty ras mailed to teach-
ers during the school year of 1940 and 1941 . In this group , 
particular attention ·ms given to distribution throughout 
the state and also to distribution as to school size . The 
second oup of questionnaires was distributed to classes 
of teachers who wer attending summer school at Oklahorra 
*These studies a re discussed in this ror k on pages 53 
through o5 . 
Agr icultural a nd Lchanioal Col lege and Central State Col-
lege , during t he summer of 1941 . 
I n t his manner , the writer attempted t o get a f a i r re-
presentation of t he t eaching mi nd of Oklahoma . 
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The bi g problem i n transla ting or i nter pret i ng t he ma-
teria l obtained was t o transfer t he opini ons of t he t eachers 
from generalities t o specific te~s , which coul d be definitely 
stated . 
In listing all t he elements ~ent ioned by t he different 
t eachers , blank cards were used . On each c ard was written one 
ele~ent , and any different l nterpretation , which mi ght be 
pl a ced on it by a I articUlar teacher . The car ds were a rranged 
al phabetically. On each card was also recorded the t hree dif-
fer ent classifications i nt o which t he t eacher might f all . 
When genera l terms ~ere used by t he t eachers , t hey wer e 
often amplified or defined i n t he l etter porti on of the ques-
tionnaire . 
The questionnaires were classified i n t hree differ ent 
ways : According t o t he size of the school , a ccording t o t he 
number of yea rs t eaching exr erience whi ch t he t eacher had 
had , and a ccording t o t h e grade i n wh ich t he t eacher t aught , 




In looking for so~e device whereby the desired informa-
tion c ould be obtained, it became evident that t he question-
naire offered a logical solution. 
After deciding on the questionnaire as t he met hod to be 
followed in col lecting tne desired i ~for.m.at lon , t he next step 
was that of constructing the questionnaire. I n t he first a t -
tempt at questionnaire constr uction , a form which might be 
called a check- list was devised . I n t his form, the author , 
after surveying the available literature i n t he field , com-
piled a list of elements which mi ght tend t o cause a super-
intendent t o be successful . This list included personality 
traits, activities , and some s)ecial circumstances . It was 
submitted to t hree t eachers, with t he r equest that t hey rank 
t he elellients listed as of little i mportance, important, very 
i mportant, and exceedingly important . This r anki ng was to be 
done merely by c~ecking i n t he proper column. 
It vras observed from t his small number that a vast ma-
jority of t .. 1e elements received t he classification or very 
important or exceedingly i mport ant, wit h comparatively few 
of the elements receiving the other classifications . 
Because of this t endency t o regard all the elements as 
of great i mportance, it was decided that a more subjective 
t ype of questi onnaire would cc~e closer t o Jetting t he act ual 
opinion of the teacher . In other words, t his \/Or k endeavors 
14 
to obtain, if possible, the actual opinion of the teacher as 
to 1hat it takes to be a successful superintendent of schools, 
rather than to obtain the opinion of teachers on a group of 
elements which iere written out by someone else, and which 
1ould possibly not express the original idea of the teacher . 
For this reason, it is maintained that the author was 
justified in using the type of questiQD.naire which was used, 
in spite of the fact that it was to a large degree of a sub-
jective nature. 
The folloli.ng is a copy of the questionnaire and the ac-
companying letter: 
QUALITIES OF A SUCCESS~-m SUt'ERIUTENDElff 
1 . Number of teachers in entire system in which you teach: 
15 or less ---Please check one : 15 to 35 Above 35 ___ _ 
2 . How many years full time paid teaching experience have you . 
had, including present term? 
First year __ _ 
Check one: 2 to 8 years 
9 or more -
3 . Do you teach any subject above the eighth grade? 
Yes_ No __ _ 
4. In what county do you teaoh? ____ ~~~~--~--
Directions: 
I . Please write, in the space indicated below, an in1'ormal 
letter, using pencil, pen, or typewriter , stating your idea 
of what it takes to make A!fY Superintendent of Schools success-
ful . (By uccessful Superintendent , I mean that man ~ho can 
co~duct the school in such a manner us to insure the greatest 
possible benefits to the greatest possible number of students) . 
II . It will be greatly appreciated if you will list, in order 
of impvrtance, the three elements which you consider most es-
sential to a successful Superintendent . 
15 
III . If there are any particular characteristics lhich your 
Superintendent possesses , that tend to make him successful, 
please list in space provided at bottom or page . 
I . 0 ..AL LETTER : (Use back of sheet , if necessary) 
(One-half page ,ms left blank for this) 





III . P TICULAR C ACTERISTICS OF O' I 
The follo ng letter accompanied tis questionnaire to 
those teachers to 1hom it as .It.ailed: 
ear Teacher : 
Fairfax , Oklahoma 
March 29 , 1941 
This ls an effort to secure info ation necessary for the 
completion of my thesis at O ahoma Agricultural and ~e-
chanical College , on the subject, "The Elements that :Make 
a uccessful Superintendent : From the Teacher ' s Vie oint . " 
I realize that at this particular time of year you are very 
busy, but if you ill please give the enclosed questionnaire 
your careful consideration , and return to me promptly , I 
o.ssure you the favor will be greatly a:t;preciated . 
e read much about rhat it takes to make a good teacher , and 
usually the author of these articles is a superinten ent or 
principal . It is true tat the superintendent is often best 
qualified to judge the abilities of a teacher, but it is 
possible that the erson best qualified to judge the super-
intendent is the teacher . 
A great eal of care has been used in the selection of 
teachers to ho this questionnaire is being sent , 1ith 
the idea of securing a fair representation of opinion over 
the entire state . 
Therefore, it is of ut ost · portance to met at this 
questionnaire be completed and returned promptly . 
16 
Please accept my thanks for the courtesy of furnishing this 
information . 
mra :1 VB . 
2 Encls . 
inceroly yours , 
Hal 'N . Buchanan 
ith the completion of the questionnaire, there immed-
iately arose the question of distribution . To wham was it to 
be sent What elements , ere to be considered in making out a 
mailing list? 
Keeping these questions in mind, it \laS decided that a 
fair distribution over the state was to be sought . Then , too , 
et'fort ras made to see that there ,; as a fair distribution 
among the different size schools . Another element rhich 1as 
·ept in mind vas whether the teacher as employed in grade 
school work or high school work . o consideration as given 
in a vance of mailing to the number of years ich a teacher 
had been employed . 
In attempting to carry out these ideas, to methods of 
approach ere decided upon. In the first laoe, a list of 
one hundred twenty teachers ,,as compiled . To this group, 
uestionnaires 1ere mailed along 1v i th self-addressed and 
stamped envelopes . 
17 
The second approach was the distribution of a number of 
questionnaires to teachers in education classes in summer 
school at Oklahoma Agricultural and ~echanical College and 
Central State College . 
In this manner , it is believed that a fai r sampling of 
the teaching mind of Oklahoma was obtained. 
Now let us consider the different parts of the question-
naire , and the purpose of each part . 
Fart I asked the teacher to \lri te an informal letter , 
stating in their own words just \that they thought it took to 
make a school superintendent successful . This part was in-
cluded i n the questi onnaire , wit h the idea that a compr ehen-
sive picture of a successful superintendent could be obtained. 
I n t his portion , no mention was made of the comparative r ank 
of the different elen:ents . The writer realized that thls was 
pµrely a subjective matter , and that the clarity and concise-
ness of statement would vary with the dii'ferent teachers . 
Part II was a request for the teacher to list , in order 
of importance , the t r~ree most essential elements in the suc-
cess of a school superintendent . It was from this section 
of t he questionnaire that the list of most essential elements 
was ~ompiled . This sectlon asked for a definite statement of 
opinion on the part of the teacher , and , as a general rule , 
that was obtained. 
Part III was a request for particular cnaracteristics of 
the teacher ' s own superintendent, which might contribute to 
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his success . It vras understood that t hese characteristics 
applied primarily to a particular man and a particular situ-
ation , and were not to be confused 'With the general elements 
discussed in Part I and Part II . This portion of the ques-
tionnaire was an attempt to secure, if possible, some interest-
ing sidelights on particular situations , and not an attempt to 
formulate general rules . 
A card system was used for tabulating the material sup-
plied by the questionnaires . A descr iption of the type of 
card used is given below. 
A blank three by five inch car d was used . In the upper 
left hand corner v;as written the name of the element mentioned . 
Beginning at the top of the oard, on the right hand side , were 
seven columns . The questionnaires had been numbered i n con-
secutive order . In column one Has placed the number of the 
questionnaire which mentioned this particular element . In 
column two was recorded whetuer or not this r articular element 
was classed as one of the three most important on the ques -
tionnaire under consideration . Column three recorded the rank 
of the element, if it was one of t he three most i mportant; 
otherwise , column throe was left blank. Column four indicated 
whether or not the ele~ent was mentioned in connection with 
Part III of the questionnaire, which dealt with particular 
characteristics of the teacher ' s own superintendent . 
Froo the standpoint of school size , the questionnaires 
were divided into three groups . Group one included those 
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schools of fifteen or less t eachers; group two included those 
schools of from sixteen to t hirty-five teachers; and group 
t hree included all schools of more than t hirty-five teachers . 
In column five on the card was recorded t he school slze group . 
Fro~ the standpoint of years teaching experience, three 
divisions wer e made . Group A included those teachers uho had 
only one years teaching experience; group B included those 
with from two to eight years experience; and group C included 
t hose teachers who had had nine or more years t eaching ex-
perience . I n column six was placed the teacher ' s classifi-
cation , from the standpoint of years teaching experience . 
From the standpoint of grades t aught , t he teachers were 
divided into t1,o groups . Group X represented those teachers 
who taught in grades above t he eighth; group Y represented 
t hose who taught in t he eighth grade or lower . In column 
seven was recorded this classification. 
At the bottom of the card .,, in the left hand corner , vras 
placed the number of any questionnaire \lhich had a particu-
larly striking quotation on this particular element . 
After cards had been made for all t r e elements mentioned 
in questionnaire number one, questionnaire number two was con-
sidered. If a different interpretation was placed on one of 
the elements already mentioned in number one , then t he new 
i nterpretation was written in on the card , immediately belovr 
the nrur.e of the element . Then, in the seven columns on the 
right hand side, questionnaire number t wo was classified in 
t he same manner as number one had been. 
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The same metbod was used for tabulating the entire group 
or quest ionnaires . 
In t ~is task of tabulating, the entire questionnaire was 
first read over, and the elements mentioned were underscored . 
Second, came the reading of the three most essential elements , 
and numbering them in their pr oper order. Then Part III was 
considered, and if the ele~ent s mentioned in t his part were 
different from those l"lentioned i n Part II, they were given 
nev, numbers . Finally, Part I was given closer consideration, 
and if new elements were mentioned , they '\Vere number ed . If 
the sarue element was mentioned in more than one of the three 
parts of the questionnaire , t hat fact was noted , but tne ele-
ment was recorded only one time . 
In justifying the use of the forogoing method , it might 
be pointed out that Part II calls for three def inite elements , 
which were to be r anked as to importance . Par t I ,,.,as con-
sidered last , because , as a rule, it contained more element s 
than were mentioned in the other two sections combined , and 
of·ten Part I I was taken from this portion. 
In arriving at the .most e ssent ial elements necessary to 
the success of the superintendency, Part II of the question-
naire was used. When an element received a r ank of first , 
it was awarded three points . Two points were awarded for a 
rank of second , and one point for a rank of thir d . By total-
ing the number ot points which each element received , their 




In the matter of distribution, a number of elements were 
considered. Distribution was co nsidered from the followi ng 
standpoints: geographical distribution, distribution from the 
standpoint of school size, distribution from the standpoint of 
years teaching experience of t he teacher , and distribution 
among high school and elem.entary teachers . 
Geographical Distribution: 
The matter of geographical distribution was considered 
from the standpoint of counties . Of t he seventy-seven coun-
ties i n t he state , replies were received from fifty- one , leav-
i ng a remainder of twent y- six counties from which no reply was 
received. Table I illustrates t he distribution, and shmvs 
t hat all sections of the state were repr esented. 
The fact that t he greatest number of r eplies came from 
Oklahoma County is explained by t wo factors . In t he first 
place, more questionnaires were mailed t o this county t han to 
any other; second , a good portion of t he questionnaires cir-
culated among summer school students were passed out at Ed-
~ond . 
Of t his entire group of replies , fifty- eight were re-
ceived i n reply t o one hundred twenty ques tionnaires ~ailed 
out in t he spring of 1941 . 
In r egar d t o the number of questi onnair es circula t ed in 
su.m.ner school classes, no accurate a ccount was kept of t he 
number passed out . 
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Another factor of interest in regard to Table I is the 
fact that there was no county with an excessive number of 
replies. From many of the counties, replies 'Here received 
:from only one or two teachers, but the largest uurnber received 
from any county was twelve. 
Close consideration of Table I reveals that if the state 
were divided into an eastern and western section, by a line 
running north and south through Okla.'loma County, ttiat a de-
finite majority of the replies were received fr an. the eastern 
section of the stat~e. This fact is explained by the fact 
that most of the questionnaires were circulated in that sec-
tion of the state,, 
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TABLE I 
GEOGRAPHIC DI&rRIBUTIO O THE QUE~"TIONNAIRE 
COtTh7.rY l O. COUlrrY 
REPLI ES 
1. dair 2 40. LeFloro 8 
2. lfalta 1 41. Lincoln 2 
3. toka 2 42. Logan 0 
4 . Beaver 2 43. Love 2 
5. Beckham 0 44. cClain 2 
6. Blaine 3 45. cCurtain 4 
7. Bryan 4 46. clntosh 3 
a. Caddo 2 47. ajor 2 
9. Canadian 2 48. Marshall 1 
10. Carter 2 49. ayes 0 
11. Cherokee 0 50 . uskogee 2 
12. Choctaw 4 51. urray 0 
13 . Cimarron 3 52. l oble 4 
14. Cleveland 1 53. No ata 0 
15. Cole 3 64. Okf' akee 0 
16. Comanche 2 55. Okl aho a 12 
17. Cotton 0 56. Okmulgee 2 
18 . Craig 0 57. Osage 9 
19. Creek 4 58. Ottawa 2 
20. Custer 0 59. Pawnee 4 
21. Dela are 4 60. Payne 2 
22. Dewey 0 61. Pittsburg 4 
23. Ellis 3 62. Pontotoc 2 
24. Garfield 0 63. Pottawatomie 5 
25. Garvin 3 64. Pus at aha 1 
26. Grady 0 65. Rogers 4 
27. Gr nt 0 66 . Rogers ills 0 
28. Greer 2 67. Seminole 2 
29. Harmon 0 68·. Sequoyah 0 
30. Harper 0 69. Stephens 1 
31. Haskell l ?O. Texas 0 
32. Hughes 3 71. Tillman 0 
33. Jackson 4 ?2. Tulsa 7 
34. Jefferson 0 73. '/agoner 1 
35 . Johnston 1 ?4. TVashington 0 
36. Kay 5 75. ashita 0 
37. Kingfisher l ?6 . Woods 0 
38. Kiowa 0 ??. food ard 0 
39. Latimer 4 
TABLE II 
UESTI01 AIRE DISTRIBUTION ACCORDir~G TO SCHOOL SIZE 
GROUP SCHOOL SIZE w. 
REPLYTI~G 
Group I 1 - 15 teachers 48 
Group II 16 - 35 teachers 62 
Group III 36 or more teachers 46 
Distribution According t o School Size: 
ot. er factor ich was considered in the matter of 
distribution ~s school size . No scientific reason can be 
given for the three groups into which schools were classed . 
The schools iere grouped as follo s: Group I included 
those schools having from one to fifteen teacher Group II 
included t ose having from sixteen to thirty-five teao ers; 
Group III included those schools having thirty-six or more 
teachers . 
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The schools were classified according to the number of 
teachers rather than the number of students, because it vas 
believed that a teacher iould be more likely to kno the num-
ber of teachers in her syste than then ber of students . 
Therefore, it was for the teacher's convenience in filling out 
the questionnaire that this classification was observed. 
Table II indicates thut a fairly good distribution, from 
the standpoint of school size, ,as obtained . Group II ra ed 
highest in the number of replies received , having a total of 
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sixty- two . 
This table indicates that a fairly good distribution was 
obtained from the different size schools of the state . 
TABLE III 





EX E IEllCE OF TEAC R 
YEARS TAUGHT , COUNTI fil 
RESEHT TE 
First year 
2 - 8 years 
9 or more years 






Another factor of distribution , which was considered , 
as from the standpoint of years teaching experience . 
Again , there was no scientific reason for the grouping , 
as carried out here . Group A included all first year teach-
ers , d a very poor representation of this oup 1as obtain-
ed . Only two replies were received from this group . This 
fact may be attributed partially to the very fe 1 first year 
teachers in the profession , compared ith those included by 
each of the other t,o groups . Group B included those teach-
ers rho have had from tro to ei ht years e perience, and of 
this group eighty- four replies ere received . G~oup C in-
cluded those teachers 4th nine or more years teaching ex-
perience , and rrom this group seventy replies ere received . 
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Had Groups A and B been combined. a fairly even distri-
bution between the two groups would have been obtained. In 
lllailing and passing out these questionnaires, no attempt was 
made to distribute them evenly among the three different 
groups, according to years teaching experience. Therefore, 
there was no means of telling just how many teachers in Group 
C received the q_uestionna.ire. 
Later in this paper consideration will be given to a 
comparison of the opinions of tl1e three groups. 
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TABLE IV 
UESTIO ... :AIRE DISTRIBUTION ACCORDI.: Q TO GRADES TAUGHT 
GROUP GRADES TAUGHT o. 
REPLY G 
X Above eighth grade 90 
y Eighth or lower 66 
Distribution According to Grades Taught : 
This distribution was considered in order to ascertain , 
if possible , the difference of opinion which might arise due 
to the position of the teacher in the school . 
Hereafter , in this paper the terms X and Y ill be used 
to designate these ~vo groups . 
Table I V indicates that a larger n ber of replies ere 
received from high school t eachers an from grade teachers . 
This table does indicate a fairly good distribution from 
the standpoint of t eacher position . I n other 1ords , it shows 
that there ~as no great majority of replies from one particu-
lar group of teachers . It gives assurance that ideas repre-
scntative of all the different ty es of teachers rere ob-
tained . 
Often , grade teachers come i n contapt with the superin-
tendent to a lesser extent t han do the high school teachers . 
Therefore , it s desirable to secure t he o inions of all 
different groups . 
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TABLE V 
ELEMENTS THAT MAKE FOR SUCCESS IN THE SUPERINTENDENCY: 
ELEMENT TIMES POINTS 
MENTIONED SCORED 
1. Activities, out of school 8 2 
2. Adaptability 8 2 
3. Administrative ability 40 34 
4. Admirable 5 0 
5. Aggressive 5 l 
6. Agreeable 6 3 
7. Alert 1 0 
8. Ambitious 2 0 
9. Analytical 1 0 
10. Appearance 8 5 
11. Appreciation for teachers 4 0 
12. Attitude, wholesome 2 0 
13. Authority, delegation of 6 4 
14. Broadminded 22 12 
15. Businessman 12 10 
16. Caudid 2 0 
17. Capability 10 8 
18. Careful 2 0 
19. Character 12 10 
20. Cheerful 2 0 
21. Children, love for 6 6 
(Table V continued) 
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ET' Til s OI!TTS 
m romn SCORED 
~ 
22 . Christian 16 10 
23 . Church attendance 0 
24 . Citizenship 2 0 
25 . Community, interested in and 
know needs of 20 6 
26 . Complimentary 2 4 
27 . Con:f'idence , keeping public's 18 13 
28 . Congenial 6 6 
29 . Connecti:ig link between 
faculty and public 2 2 
30 . Conscientious 3 6 
31 . Conservative 2 0 
32 . Considerate 14 0 
33 . Consistent 1 0 . 
34 . Contact, personal 8 0 
35 . Cooperative 28 24 
36 . Courageous 10 3 
37 . Courteous 9 0 
38. Criticism, giving of constructive 2 4 
39 . Curriculum, knowledge of 2 0 
40 . Decisions, ability to make 2 0 
41 . Democratic 16 6 
42 . Dependable 8 0 
43 . Details 4 0 
(Table V continued) 
EL - l'I: 
44 . Dignity 
45 . Discipline , ability to maintain 
46 . Earnest 
4? . Education , general 
48 . Efficient 
49 . Enthusiasm 
50 . Experience 
51 . Extra- curricular activities , 
encouragement of 
52 . Faith 
53 . Fellow, good 
54 . Finance , ability to handle school 
55 . Fi 
56 . Forcefulness 
5? . Frankness, with teachers 
58 . Friendly 
59 . Goal, have definite 
60 . Guidance for teachers and students 
61 . Ha ony , ability to maintain 
62 . Health 
63 . Helpfulness to teachers and 
students 
64 . Hobby, have a 















































(Table V continued} 
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66 . Honorable 
67 . Humane 
58 . Humanity , sense of 
69 . Humbleness 
70 . Humor, sense of 
71 . Ideals, have high 
72 . Ideas, ability to put over own 
73 . Imagination 
74 . partial 
75 . Independent 
76 . Inspire others 
77 . Instructional ability 
78 . Integration of school program 
79 . Integrity 
80 . Intelli ent 
81 . Interpret (ability to interpret 
purpose of school to comm.unity) 
82 . Intervie , co1ducting of 
personal 
83 . Jealousy, lack of 
84 . Jokes to fit occasion 
85 . Judgment , good and sound 
86 . ind 
87 . eadership 
(Table V continued ) 
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EL TIMES POThTTS 
IO~D SCORED 
. 
88 . Li eable 4 0 
89 . Loyalty 20 12 
90 . l. ixer , good 22 14 
91 . ·oody , never 2 0 
92 . orals , high standard of 8 2 
93 . I a.mes, remembrance of 2 0 
94 . Nerves steady 2 0 
95 . bjective judgment {possession 
of ) 2 0 
96 . Optimist 2 0 
97 . Orderliness , maint enance of 2 0 
98 . Organizer , good 12 17 
99 . Patience 2 0 
100 . Personality 62 104 
101 . ersuasive 2 0 
102. Philosophy of education 9 6 
103 . hilosophy of life , sound and 
practical 5 8 
104 . lan ahead , ability to 12 14 
105 . Foise 3 2 
106 . I'olitician, good 22 6 
107 . ractioal 2 0 
108. F·rof essi anal alertness 2 2 
109 . rofessional knowledge 44 51 
(Table V continued) 
ELEL:ENT 
110 . Professional pride , possession 
of 
11 . ro r am, have rell planned 
112 . rogressive 
113 . Promptness 
114 . Psychologist 
115 . blicity , handling of school ' s 
116 . Pupils , knmving needs or 
11 7 . ualified , 1ell 
118 . uiet 
119 . Record , k eeping of good 
120 . Reliable 
121 . Res pect , keepin of other s ' 
122 . Responsibility , assuming of 
123 . Resourceful 
124 . Results , ability to secure 
125 . Retiring 
126 . Right , defender of 
127 . Salesman (sells school progr am to 
public ) 
128 . Scholar 
12 . erenity 
130 . ervant 
131 . ervice , willingly rendered 
tr n,., ' 33 mt l I 1• r /' . ' u. \ If' • 1.1111-i. ,ru 1 
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ELEUENT 
132 . Sincerity 
133 . Sociability 
134 . Speaker, public 
135 . Stern , hen occasion demands 
136 . tory teller , good 
13? . Straightforwar d 
138 . Study, of school problems 
139 . Suggestions, ability to talce 
and give 
140 . ympathetic 
141 . Tactfulness 
142 . Teach , ability to 
143. Teachers feel at ease , ability 
to e 
144 . Teac er meetings , attendance of 
145 . Teacher selections , ability 
to make wise 
146 . Teacher supi; ort (always support 
his teachers ) 
14? . Teacher ' s ork , encouragement of 
148. Tem er, even 
149 . Tolerant 
150 . Two- faced , not be 
151 . Understanding 
152 . Unselfish 
153 . Vision 

















































EL TD.:ES FO S 
TIONED SCORED 
154 . lisdom, possession of 2 5 
155 . orker, energetic and lively 30 10 
Element s that ake for ucoess : 
In making up Table V, t hree columns ere used . Column 
one lis t ed the element in as concise te as as possible . 
ny of these el ents were mentioned by the teacher in the 
completed questionnaire , ,rl.th explanations . For example , 
several of the teachers iho listed "consideraten as an ale-
ment making for success , listed it as : "Considerate of 
teachers" ; others said , "considerate of students' ; 1hile 
others erely said that the successful superintendent should 
be considerate . Another example of d fferent inte.rpreta-
tions is t e te "courteous . " One teacher said that the 
successful superintendent must be courteous to teachers and 
student s ; a other merely said t hat he must be courteous . 
Another ex ple ·orthy of mention is the term "demo-
cratic . '' A fo of the dif'i'erent interpretations are : "He 
must treat poorest patron just as he does the richest and 
most influential" ; "he must associate with his underdogs" ; 
'he must be democratic , and not cause teachers to regard him 
as a dictator" ; "he must have a dern.ocratio spirit" ; "he must 
be democratic, and not feel superior" ; "he mus ask teachers 
for suggestions" ; "he should encourage democratic attitudes , 
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by his example"; and , "he must be democratic, not dictator-
ial . " 
The number of examples of difrerent ways of stating the 
elements that could be given is almost as great as the number 
of elements given . It is needless to explain each of the 
terms listed i n the entire group . More careful consideration 
will be given those elements which were selected as the 
twenty- five most essent ial . 
Column two of this table gives the number of times that 
a particular element was mentioned . For example , the term 
"considerate" was mentioned by fourteen of the one hundred 
fifty-six teachers who replied . 
Column three , whlch is entitled "Points Scored" , was 
arrived at as follows: I n Part II of the questionnaire, the 
teacher was asked to list the three elements which she con-
sidered most essential to the success of o superintendent , 
in the order of their importance. Only those elements which 
were listed in this portion of the questionnaire were f;iven 
any points . For a listing of first place , three points were 
allowed ; for a listing of second place, two points ; and for 
a listing of third, one point . An example of how this colunm 
was determined may be had by consider ing the term "cooper-
ative . " This element was listed somewhere in their question-
naire by twenty- eight different teachers , but only twelve 
teachers rruu.:ed it as one of the three most essential ele-
ments . Of this twelve , six gave it a rank of first, and 
six gave it a rank of third, thus totaling twenty-four points 
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in all . I n determining the number of points scored for column 
t hree , nothing was counted for t he sixteen teachers who men-
tioned "cooperative" , but did not list it as one of t he three 
most essential elements . 
Anot her e:xan..ple illustra ting t his is the term "firm. '' 
This was mentioned sixteen times , but scored no poi nts , be-
cause none of t he sixteen teachers listed it as one of the 
t hree most essential elements . 
Many of the elements mentioned in Table V were mentioned 
by only one or two teachers, and scored no points . 
Another i nt er esting poi n t , in r egard t o t he number of 
points scored, is the fact that "instructional ability" was 
mentioned by only two teachers , and lt scored six points , 
while "firm'' was mentioned by sixteen t eachers , and sc ored no 
poi nts . 
There was a total of one hundred fifty- five different 
elements ment ioned by all t he teachers . Table V clearly il-
lustrates t he variance of opinion among teachers . Only one 
t eacher mentioned "faith" as an element which would malce for 
success i n t he superintenden cy , while sixty- t ,,o teachers , or 
approximat ely f orty per cent of t he entire number who replied , 
listed "personality. " Nat urally, "personality" is a·rat her 
vaguo term, and ma.y righti'ully i nclude some or the other terms 
lis ted , but later i n t hls paper the teacher i nterpretation of 
the term will be given . 
Another point of interest r evealed by t hi s table is the 
t endency for an element , which was mentioned by only a very 
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fe1 teachers , to score no points . 
ome Results of art I of the Questionnaire : 
It should be noted that Part I of the questionnaire call-
ed for an info al letter , stating that the teacher thought 
it took to make a successful superintendent of schools . o 
limit s placed on the number of elements to be mentioned , 
nor was the teacher as ed for any particular order in ~ention-
ing hatever elements she might consider ne cessary. 
o.IL.e of these letters •ere very brief , mentioning only a 
very few elements , while others ·mnt more into detail , en-
tioning as high as t\renty or thirty different ela~ents . 
A fe of these letters ,ill serve to ive a general 
idea of hat ,a~ received in reply to this portion of the 
questionnaire . The following letters ;ere selected , i th the 
idea of presenting representative letters , and not necessari-
ly an effort to present the outstanding letters . 
The statement belo, ,as written by an elementary teacher , 
ho had taught bet¥een t,o and eight years, and is no teach-
ing in a school having bet~een sixteen and thirty- five teach-
ers . 
"Ho I ay I Become a. uccess as a uperintendent " 
'l . I must crucify s elfishness . 
"The curse of a inistration in Oklahoma today is 
selfishness . If I am to succeed in this field , I must 
be an educator and not merely an educational opportun-
ist . I mu t ,ork for the pe anent enduring things , 
rather than for my ovn re- election or preferment . I 
must think less of self and mor· of service to others . 
"2 . I must not misuse authority . 
eao ers and pupils are my charge . I must be 
untiring in promoting their interests to the end that 
they, too , may knot the joys of success . Their suc-
cess is my success, and their failure is my failure, 
until I have exhausted every means at my command to 
assure t heir success . 
"3 . I must have a clear, c o prehensive Philosophy of 
Education. 
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" ·uch could be written upon this point, but it is 
for each a nistretor to round out ' is 01n philosophy. 
His success , however , will be determined to a great 
degree by his philosophy of Life a.nd Education. 
"4 . I must have faith . 
"In order to succeed , I must have faith i n t Le 
training, ability , and integrity of teachers . T ·s 
comes to some nat rally, but others havo little faith 
in either the ability or integrity of teachers . any 
of t h e would deny t s and perhaps do not r ealize , 
but it is true , never-the-less. If you have t his 
weakness and cannot overcome it , t her e is only one 
thing to do - change professions . 
"5 . I must see my school as a thole . 
"There arc schools in O a.oma in which the band 
gets all the consi eration . There are many schools 
in hich athletics get first co.sideration . There are 
otners in which t his or t · t de,Partment gets first 
choice of everyt · ng . In some systems , this or that 
particular school is alrays given preference, and in 
most syste the elementary schools receive the crumbs 
t hat fall from the educational t able . This ought not 
to be . It is up t o te su~erintendent to see t hat all 
share alike , and that all are given identical consider-
ation . 
fl6 . I must be able to choose good teachers . 
"A superintendent's greatest contribution to edu-
ca tion may be his choice of t Gachers . If he chooses 
good teacners , a1 d t hen provides conditions favorable 
for t hem t o do their wor k , his success is almost as-
sured . 
"7 . A superintendent must also study. 
"It is futile for t eachers to get ne ideas , un-
less administrators advance , too . Administrators 
should be required to attend school ~ith their teach-
ers, to keep tn selves info ed about the new trends 
in t he field of education . tt 
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The follO'wing letter was written by a high school teach-
er of seven years experience, wno taught in a school of sixty 
teachers . 
"Success of school superintendents is a very vague 
and indefinite subject, because the factors that could 
be attributed to the success of one might be the dovn1-
fall of another . The size of the school and the pe-
culiarities of each community would have to be taken 
into consideration. No ironclad list of qualifications 
could be enumerated. The first qualification for a 
good superintendent is that he should possess plenty of 
common sense . L-:.any superintendents have become inocu-
lated with the false virtues of many educational ide-
ologies instead of resorting to s ound judgment in solv-
ing their problems . 
"Secondly , a good personal! ty is essential for a 
superintendent ' s success . He must be able to get along 
with people . The superintendent radiates the person-
ality of the school . His personality affects the 
t eachers, students, and community. By this , I am not 
infer ring that the superintendent should be a politician. 
A good personality strives to promote a school through 
cooperation, while a politician disintegrates a school 
through hard feelings and undesirable local quarrels . 
"Third , a sur erintendent should possess executive 
and administrative ability. Professional training is 
essential to efficiency. Professional training is 
just as essential as common sense; each are component 
parts of a successful superintendent . 
"Fourth , a superintendent must be considerate and 
broadminded. He must be able to recognize the teach-
ers ' problems, and be broadminded i n the solution of 
them. 
"Intolerance, fits of anger , and narrow- mindedness 
have no place i n the executive offices of the school . 
"Fifth , a superintendent must be loyal to his 
teachers . He must be willing to help them enforce 
their decisions . A superintendent must represent his 
teachers in any community contr oversies . In other words , 
the teachers ' actions must be defended against the per-
nicious "wolves" of the community. A teacher must pos-
sess confidence in the superintendent ' s willingness to 
help her enforce her classroom decisions . A mutual con-
fidence between superintendent , principal, and teacher 
oan best be inspired by a feeling of teacher - superin-
tendent cooperation in the solution of all problems . " 
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An elementary principal of nine or more years experience, 
who teaches in a system of fifteen or fewer teachers, said , 
"Any superintendent , to be successful , must be 
humble enough to put himself on the same plane with 
the most inexperienced teacher, guide them wisely 
through suggestions , letting the teacher think she is 
getting council, advice, and help - NOT INSTRUCTIONS. 
"A surorintendent should be a man of good person-
ality, forceful in speech, not necessarily loud, and 
willing to converse with , and discuss problems with , 
the poorest pntron, clong with more wealthy a.ad influ-
ential ones . 
"A successful superintendent knows the results of 
the teachers under his supervision. He will create or 
inspire friendly rivalry among his teachers for class-
r oom work, by a testing program of some kind . 
rtA superintendent has to be a politician . He is 
not called one by name , but if he is successful in 
staying long at one place - l ong enough t o accomplish 
results expected of him - he must play politics . 11 
An..other elementary teacher of nine or more years e.xper-
ience, who t eaches in a system of from sixteen to thirty-five 
teachers, wrote , 
"l believe, in or der to be a successful superin-
tendent, one must be in good physical condition, for 
only in this way can one produce sufficient energy to 
perform the work well and attain a cheerful personal-
ity. 
"As an administrative orficer, he must maintain 
several desirable trait s , such as: ethical character , 
with high moral standards; honesty ; courage; frankness; 
executive ability , including leadership , tact, initia-
tive, and the art of being able to work congenially , 
yet reserving authority in a manner that is not dic-
tatorial; a professional attitude of cooperation and 
enthusiasm; and last , but not least, a personality con-
taining a pleasing personal appearance of being v,ell 
groomed and appropriately dressed , courteousness , tact-
fulness , a sense of humor , and poise . 
"In his conception of education, he should be able 
to adapt and adjust the school work to the capacities 
of the student , in relation to the si.x fundamental needs 
of life , consisting of the following: health , family 
life, economic adjustment , civic life , recreation, and 
ethical character . 
"In summarizing these facts , first, I believe 
health is the most essential element; second, I think 
an administrative officer of excellent ethica l char-
acter, executive ability, pr ofessional attitude, and 
personality must not be forgotten; and t hird, the 
conception of education related to the six fundamen-
tal life needs should be given consideration at all 
times." 
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Last, is t he opinion of a teacher i n t he Oklahoma City 
system, who teaches in high school, and has had nine or more 
years t eaching experience. 
".A successful superintendent must possess execu-
tive ability, i n t hat no one person can carry out the 
multitude ot details in the school system. He must 
select the best possible employees; then be able to 
delegate authority and see that it is carried out. 
Too often a superintendent is so jealous of his em-
ployees, that he is afraid to let one of them make 
good on his own. 
"A successful superintendent must be education-
ally sound. It he is, or has been, a specialist in 
some field, he must be over careful not to be biased 
in t hat field. He must have a broad knowledge of the 
aims and objectives of modern education. 
"A superintendent's personality traits go a long 
way in determining whether or not he is successful. 
One with a strong pleasing personality would be bet-
ter able to sell the schools to his community, and 
would be more deserving ot t he loyalty of his teachers." 
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CH.APTER IV 
A CONSIDERATI ON OF "THE TWENTY-FIVE MOST ESSENTIAL EL:EID!NTS 
OF A SUCCESSFUL SUPERINTENDENT" 
Determining the Twenty-Five Most Essential Elements: 
Due t o the tact t hat a comprehensive list of elements, 
as t hat given i n Table V, is not often practica l for the pur-
pose of self-evaluation, or evalua tion of others, a short list 
of t he most essential elements is more desirable. As t he num-
ber of elements increases, t he chances ot minor or insigni-
ficant elements being i ncluded becomes greater. If t l e list 
becomes too long , t here is danger of becoming confused with 
minor or petty elements, t o t he detriment of t hose that carry 
greater weight. 
For t hese reasons Table VI was compiled, in order to at-
ford something brief enough as to not be contusing , yet in-
elusive enough t o take care ot those elements which are of 
vital importance. 
Col umn one of Table VI lists the element menti oned in 
the questionnaire and also in Table V. The following method 
was employed in selecti ng t hese t we nt y-five most essential 
elements . The number of points scored by t he element, as 
listed in column three of Table V, was added to the number 
of times t he element was mentioned. Then, the elements were 
arranged in numerical order, according t o t he t otal ot t he 
two items mentioned above. In t hi s ·manner, consideration 
was given to the number or times an el ement was mentioned, 
as well as t o t he number of points it accumulated·. The 
reason f or this was the fact t hat it is altogether probable 
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that many of the teachers felt t but t here ,,ere other elements 
equal in i mportance t o some of the t hree l isted as most es-
sential, but due t o t he fact t hat only three were asked tor 
in Part II of t he questionnaire, t he others had t o be listed 
elsewhere. The twenty-five highest ranking elements, aooord-
1ng to total points accumulated, were listed in Table VI, in 
order of points accrued . In -case of a tie, as was the case 
in several instances, the tying elements were arranged in al-
phabetical order . 
The second column in Table VI gives t he number of times 
t hat the eleoent was mentioned in t he ent i re group of ques-
tionnaires, and is t he same as column two in Table V. 
Column three in Table VI is the same as column t hree in 
Table V, a nd deals with points scored. 
Column f our is t he t otal of columns t wo and three . 
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TABLE VI 
THE T71ENTY- FIVE )ST E SEHTIAL E s 
EL~'l: TD!ES POINTS TOTAL 
TIO NED SCORED 
1. Personality 62 104 166 
2. Professional knowledge 44 51 95 
3. Leadership 42 38 80 
4. d.ministr{:lt1ve ability 40 34 74 
5. Honesty 3? 34 71 
6. Tactfulness 30 40 70 
7. Understanding 37 30 67 
8. Psychologist 32 30 62 
9. Education, general 20 40 60 
10. Cooperative 28 24 52 
11. Intelligent 24 24 48 
12. Respect, keeping of others' 22 21 43 
13. Progressive 30 10 40 
14. ~orker, energetic and lively 30 10 40 
15. Qualifications, ac ademic 14 24 38 
16. ixer, good 22 14 36 
17. Broadminded 22 12 34 
18. Enthusiasm 24 10 34 
19 . Experience 18 14 32 
20. Loyalty 20 12 32 
(Table VI continued ) 
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ELEMENT T s POINTS TOTAL 
• TrIONED SCORED 
21 . Confidence, keeping ot 
publ ic's 18 13 31 
22 . Finance, ability to handle 
school 20 10 30 
23 . Friendly 20 10 30 
24. Discipline, ability to 
maintain 18 11 29 
25. Organizer, good 12 17 29 
Discussion of Table VI: 
It should be noted that the number of times which an 
element was mentioned varied from twelve for "good organizer" 
to sixty-to for "personality." The number or points scored 
by the different elements varied from one hundred four for 
"personality" down to ten points for each of five different 
elements. 
Explanation of Terms : 
Some explanation is necessary as to the meaning of a num-
ber of terms used in Table VI, as interpreted by the different 
teachers . 
First, let us consider the most frequently mentioned and 
highest ranking of all the elements . any of the teachers 
s ply said that the superintendent should have a good per-
sonality. ong the other interpretations were: "He must 
have a dominant personality, but not domineering"; "good per-
sonality that on be acquired only by loving human beings and 
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understanding them. It is a gift ot God." "Have a cheerful 
personality, i ncluding pleasing personal appearance, being 
well groomed and appropriately dressed, _courteous, tactful, 
and having a sense of' humor, and poise"; and "must have a win-
ning personality; be acquainted with all patrons. " 
The second ranking element was "professional knowledge . " 
It was interpreted as meaning: "Knowl edge of school and home 
problems"; "be able to know results ot teachers under his 
supervision"; "a knowledge ot school problems"; "a thorough 
knowledge or his work"; "experience and knowledge of how to 
coordinate all departments in the school"; "know his job , and 
not be atraid of it"; "have fair knowledge ot all depart-
ments"; "knowledge of subject matter"; and "know school busi-
ness . " 
"Leadership" was interpreted to mean: "Ability to lead 
fellow workers"; "leadership of teachers, children, and com-
munityu; "be a natural leader"; "be a leader in education"; 
"be a leader able to secure loyalty and cooperation of his 
faculty and students "; and "be an educational leader, not a 
dictator." 
"Administrative ability" was explained i n many different 
ways : "As an excellent administrative officer"; "a good ad-
ministrator"; "possession of administrative technique"; "abil-
ity to help faculty, administration, and public working to-
gether "; "be a real. administrator"; "be able to secure an 
overview of the entire system"; "having executive ability, 
which includes l eadership, taet, initiative, and art ot 
being able to work congenially, yet rese.rving authority in a 
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manner that is not dictatorial"; and "ability to stay in good 
standi ng with the State Department." 
To practically all the teachers the word "honesty" 
evidently meant about the same . 
Some explained "taot:t'ulness" as being abl e to use com-
mon sense in dealing with others; some limited its meaning by 
saying that he should be tactful with his teachers; others 
t hought it should apply t o students as well, while still 
others merely said that he should be taotful. 
"Understanding" was explained in various ways: "Under-
standi ng people"; "having an understanding heart"; "being 
understandina and patient with s t udents"; "possession of com-
plete and thorough understanding of young people"; "having 
understanding attitude t oward teachers" ; "being able to see 
things through the eyes or the classroom teacher" ; "having 
understanding mind"; and "being able t o understand t he view-
poi nt of parents, teachers, and students." 
His ability as a "psychologist" was usually explained 
as hi s ability to understand and handle people. 
In regard t o his "general education", one wrote, "his 
education must be broad and ever-expanding" ; another said, 
"he must have a broad education as a basis tor professional 
training" ; another said, "his educational pr eparation must 
include a broad knowledge of t he aims and objectives of 
education"; and still another sai d, "he m.uat be education-
al.ly fit for the job.n 
Of "cooperative ability" one said, "he must observe t he 
rules of professional cooperat i on"; another said, "he must 
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oooperate with civic or ganizations"; another mentioned the 
need for cooperation wit h teachers . One teacher pointe4 out 
t he need f or s ecuring t he coope r ation of others, as well as 
doing all t he cooper ating himself. I quote: 
"Even t hough a superintendent i sn't qualified in 
some things pertaining to his Job, cooperation trom 
his fellow workers will make his job well done. " 
"Intelligent" was usually mentioned with no e:planation 
of meaning . Some referred t o it as horse-sense, and others 
called it comm.on sense . One teacher said, 
"The first qualification f or a good superinten-
dent is t hat he should possess pl enty of common sense. 
Many superintendents have become inocuJ.ated with t he 
false virtues of many educational ideologies~ in-
stead of resorting to sound judgment in solving their 
problems . " 
"Keeping the respect of others" was ment ioned twenty-two 
times. Several teachers seemed to differ as to just what was 
included by the term "others.n One said, "he should keep t he 
respect of students and teachers"; another said, "he should 
have the ability to win respect of young people"; another 
stated, "he should be able to gain the respect of his f'acuJ.ty 
and student body without force"; and anot her said, "he should 
be a man who is liked and respected by community , teachers, 
and pupils. " 
In explaining the term "progressive", one teacher said 9 
"a successful. superintendent :ci.uat be progressive in spirit 
and aoco:ci.plishment"; according to another, "the superinten-
dent must keep up with changes in the school set-up"; another 
said, "he must be continuously striving to improve"; one 
teacher ment ioned, "he must have a progressive attitude"; and 
another teacher wrote, 
"He ust keep up t o date on sohooi methods and 
trends, but at the same time nothing is more impor-
tant in the use or these methods than the applica-
tion of good common horse-sense." 
Another teacher wrote , 
"He should have a professional interest in th 
teaching field. He should be ell read and keep up 
1th changing conditions in school administration. 
He should be the educational leader, not the dicta-
tor. He should study the school plants ot other 
systems, and plan the very best buildi that can be 
had for the money ." 
The element "energetic and l.ively worker" is self'-
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explanatory, and needs no explanation. Ho ever, one or two 
examples will tend to make clear t he meaning which was express-
ed by a number of the teachers. One said, "he must be a hard 
worker, knowing hat he is doing"; another said, "he must be 
happy in conscientious efforts"; still another said, "school 
ork should be his life ork"; and fi nally we have, "he must 
never tire, but ork all the year round. " 
One teacher expressed her idea regarding hi s work by 
saying: 
"The superintendent ust realize that everything 
orks together for good. Hie work must be so much in 
his mind, soul, and t houghts, that he forget s himseit, 
and does everything to make the school a completely 
org ized institution, nth no individual or organi-
zation taking any self-glory." 
By "qualified", one teaoher meant, "qualified from aca-
demic standpoint as both teacher and administrator, and 
possessing natural ability . " note of cynicism enters, 
hen another teacher said, "a superintendent sho ld be 11 
qualified . Ho ever, it is not so uch hat he kno a, as ho 
he kno s. " 
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To most of the teachers •''being a good mxer" meant the 
ability to get on well with people . One teaoher thought that 
her superi ntendent's success was due in a large degree to the 
fact t hat he was a good street taiker with all kinds or people, 
enjoyed visiting very much, and ~1as a good Iilixer with his 
faculty and students . 
"Broadminded" was expressed as having a broad vision, or 
being open-minded. 
"Enthusiasm,. was lim1ted by ono t eacher to professional 
en thusiasm, Another a t:t. id, "£f, oust be enthusie.stio and in-
terested in students ano ull school work . " 
The term "experience" covered a varied field . One said, 
"lie should have experience in t he primary gr e.des. 0 Another 
pointed out t he need tor experience as u teacher and an ad-
ministrator . Another said, 1'1Ie must have a thorough training 
and aom.e experience as a classroom teacher." Finally, one 
said, "The successful. superintendent should have experience 
as a teacher, principal of Junior high and principal. of senior 
high, before beco~ing a superintendent . " 
l!ost of the teachers who mentioned ''loya.lty" as an ele-
ment reterred t o it as loyal.ty to his teaohers . One teacher 
expressed t he genere.l senti.Dent, when he said, 
"A superittendent must bo loyal t o his teach-
ers . He oust be will ing to help them en.force t heir 
decisions . A superintendent oust represent his 
teachers in any coi:im.unity ooLtroversies. In other 
words , the teachers' actions .must bo defended against 
t he pernicious "wolves0 ot the community.u 
Another pointed out the necessity or the superintendent's 
loyalty to his teachers , shan she sa id, 
"I consider one ot the muin characteristics or 
the aucoesstul superintendent to be : loyalty to his 
teachers, - tor even the pupils realize whether the 
superintendent is 'shooting square' with his teach-
ers." 
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I n r egard t o t he superintendent "keepi ng the conridence 
of the public ", most or the teachers usually included some 
mention of the students and teachers as well . One teacher 
goes so f ar a s t o say, 
"Any superintendent who has the confidence 
his teachers will be suocesstul, even t hough he 
qualified in some things pertaining to his job . 
operation tram his tallow workers will make his 





The "ability to handle school finance" was regarded as 
desirable by all who mentioned it, except possibl y one, who 
pointed out t hat his superintendent was too much interested 
in school finance, rather than in service rendered . 
The element "friendly" is selt-ex:planatory, and was used 
to include the superintendent's attitude toward students, 
teachers, and the public. 
One teacher said, I 
"The ability to handle di scipline problems 
cannot be absent in any sucoessf'Ul superintendent." 
Another said, 
"One of the main characteristics of the suc-
cessful superintendent is his ability to maintain 
discipline without too rigid regimentation," 
Another expressed the need tor this ability, by saying 
t hat he should be able to enroroe iron discipline . 
The supf:"rinte:ident' a "ability as an organizer" usually 
referred to his abil ity to organize school work and carry 
out his plans. 
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A Comparison with the Ideas of Others: 
One of the I!lost comm.onl.y used means or determining the 
validity of a work is to compare it with the results of other 
works in the same field, or pertaining to the same problem. 
If there is no correlation, then chances are t he work does 
not accomplish what 1t purports to do. 
The Eleventh Yearbook, Department of Super1Ltendents1 , 
lists thirty r easons, in order of frequenoy of app~arance, 
given -by two hw::.dred sixty-four school board members, to ex-
pl ain the success of one hundred five superintendents. 
A comparison of this list with the twenty-five essential. 
elements mentioned in Table VI reveals that thirteen of the 
t wenty-five elements listed by the teachers were mentioned 
specifically by t he school board members. These elements 
are : (l) strong executive ability, which ranked first. It 
was referred to by the teachers as "administrative abil ity", 
and ranked fourth by them, based on total points accumulated ; 
(2) pleasing or splendid personality was ranked second by 
the school board members and first by the teachers; (3) high 
intelligence was ranked third by the board members and eleven-
th by the teachers; (4) energetic tireless worker was r anked 
fifth by the board members and four teenth by teachers; 
(5) well educated r anked sixth and ninth; (6) ability to se-
oure cooperation was ranked seventh by the board members and 
tenth by t~e teachers, who include also t he meaning that he 
be able to cooperate; (7) leader in civic and educational af-
fairs was ranked eighth and third; (8} t actful, diplomatic 
was placed ninth by the board members and sixth by the tea.oh-
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ers; (9) progressive placed tenth and thirteenth; (10) ability 
to handle school finance properly was ranked as t elfth by t he 
boards and t enty-t o by the teaohers; (11) strictly honest 
as placed eleventh by the boards and r i fth by the t eachers; 
(12) ood discipl inarian as r anked nineteenth and t enty-
fourth; (13) good mixer as ranked as t enty-fourth and six-
teenth. 
I n addition to these thirteen identical elements, the 
board members listed as separate elements several hioh ere 
1 eluded b,,r t he :cieaninga of the t enty-fi ve listed by the 
teachers . For example, number e ighteen as listed by the board 
embers was "keeps up to date pr ofess ionally1 , hioh s in-
eluded by the teachers in their seoond ranking element, "pro-
fessional kno ledge." Personal appearance, neat, d pleas-
in as ranked twenty-second b the board embers, and was 
included by the teachers i n their first ranking ele.ment, 
"persona.lit " Cooperates 1 1th others was ranked twenty-
fifth by the board members, and could be classified under 
"cooperative", as explained by the teachers. The board mem-
bers' t enty-sixth element, namely: possesses common or 
"horse" sense as included by the teachers under t he term 
"intelligent". bility to get good results as ranked eleven-
t h by the school board ember s, and may be included under 
'good org izer", hich the teachers inter pr ted as ability 
to organize and get plans carried out . 
1Eleventh Yearbook, Department f Superintendents, National 
Educational ssociation, p . 35 . 
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Thus, we have a total of eighteen of the t wenty-five 
highest ranking points mentioned by the teachers also listed 
by the board members in their list of thirty highest ranking 
points. In other words, seventy-two per cent of the twenty-
five high ranking elements were mentioned by the school board 
members. 
It is interesting to note that t he number of times which 
the thirty elements were mentioned by the two hundred sixty-
four school board members varied from eight to ninety-one, 
while the variation in times mentioned of the twenty-five 
highest ranking elements by the teachers was from twelve to 
sixty-two. 
The Eleventh Yearbook also gives a list of twenty-eight 
personal qualities which make for success in the superinten-
dency, as reported one hundred or more times by city and 
rural school executives, as tabulated from replies of tour 
thousand tour hundred sixty-nine rural and city superinten-
dents. 
A comparison of this chart ot personal qualities with 
those elements r anked highest by t he teachers reveals that 
the following elements are common to both lists: Tact; train-
ing and experience ; personal magnetism, which would be in-
cluded under personality; common sense, listed by teachers 
as intelligence; executive ability, listed by teachers as 
administrative ability; leadership; honesty; cooperation; 
knowledge of work, listed by teachers as professional know-
ledge; energy , listed by teachers as energetic and lively 
worker; broadmindedness ; progressiveness; understanding ot 
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human nature, listed by teachers as psychologist; understand-
ing of human needs, listed by teachers a s understanding of 
people; perseverance, listed by teachers as worker, ener getic 
and lively; personal neatness, listed by tea chers under per-
sonality; and prof essional spirit, which was included by t he 
t eachers in the term profes s ional knowledge. 
A large portion of t he remaining qua1ities listed by 
t he superintendents were included in Table V, which included 
all t he elements mentioned by the teachers. It should be 
noted that seventeen of the twenty-five most essential ele-
ments as listed by t he teachers were included in t he list of 
twenty-eight elements as listed by the superintendents. In 
other words, sixty-eight per cent of the t went y-five highest 
r anking elements as expressed by the teachers were included 
in the twenty-eight highest ranking elements as expressed by 
t he superintendents t hemselves. 
Another comparison might be made with a group of t wenty-
six personality traits, whi ch was compiled by E. S. Lide, and 
r anked as to importance by twenty-five Judges. Of course, 
these are all personality traits, but as has been pointed out 
before , many of the elements mentioned by the teachers could 
be classed as personality traits . 
A comparison of these two lists reveals the following: 
The judges ranked leadership as number one, while the teach-
ers r anked it as number three. Broadmindedness was r anked 
number six by the judges and number seventeen by the teachers. 
Cooperation was ranked as number fifteen by t he judges and 
nUI!lber ten by the teachers. Enthusiasm was ranked seventeenth 
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by the jud es and eighteenth by the teachers, Industry w s 
number twe ty-f ur in t he list, ace rdiig t o the twenty-five 
judges, and f urteenth by the teachers, who spoke of it as 
lively ad energetic orker. I ntelligence r ated numbe r seven 
with the judges and numbe eleven with the teachers. 
netism, number t enty- five on the judges• list, might 
be well elassed under perso ality, a s explained by t he teach-
ers. 
or nlity might possibly i nclude the honesty element of 
the teachers. 
Refi nement i ght be classed as general education , as 
expl ained by the teachers. 
Thus; we have only nine ele enta whi ch are common to 
Lide's list and t the teachers' list. However, this illus-
trates the point made at t he begi nnin or thi s paper~ nBD.ely : 
the essay type ias used in seourin teacher opinion , r ather 
t han the check-list, because the check-1st secured opinion 
on the itec.s listed, and not necessarily a comprehensive 
stateDent regarding the sub ject at ha nd. Because these 
tventy-five judges ere asked to rank in order of importance 
their estimation of t enty-six specified ele ents, e do not 
have a sound basis fo r comp rison 1th the t enty-five ele-
ments listed by the teachers. Their e ressed opinions per-
tain to Lida's 11st, ,hile the t wenty- f ive ele ants in Table 
VI express the teachers' idea of ht it takes to make a 
s uccessful school superintendent. 
other interesting compar ison is o e wi t h a ork done 
by Charters and aples. Their study did not pert ain to the 
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superintendent of schools, but rather to four classes of 
teachers. By interviews, they compiled lists of traits of 
senior high, junior high, elementary, a i d ki der garten teach-
era. 
Let us compare the traits of e ch of these groups of 
teachers with t hose given in Table VI, pertine t to the super-
intendents. 
For the sen ior h igh teacher, Charters and aples2 have 
co piled a list oft e ty-aix tra its . Ac ns_derat on of 
this list reveals th t f tle entire gr up , only ten were 
included am the twenty-five most essential ele ,ents as 
listed by the te 0 1era: Attractive personal appearance as 
included by the te chars 1 the term person lity; one teacher 
defined personality as iacluding personal appearance and a 
sense of being well groomed. Cooperation, as listed by 
Charters and aples, was ca lled cooperative by the teachers. 
Diligence wou d be included in t he term energetic and lively 
orker . Enthusiasm was found 1 both lists, ranking eleven-
th in the Charters and plea list, and eighteenth in the 
list as compiled by the teachers. Good judsment as referred 
to by the teac ers as i telli ant. llonest ,as found in both 
lists, as as leadership . Magnetism could be clasaified as 
personalty . I t he list of teacher tra its. open- 1 dedness 
could be listed as the ele e t bro dminded, as Given for the 
superintendents. rogressiveness wao lso found i n both lists. 
2charters and aples, The Common ealth Te oher Tra inins 
Study, p. 67 . 
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It should be poi llted out that t hese t wo lists were not 
pertaining t o the sar:.te group . The fact that many superinten-
dents ar e taken fron the teaching r anks j ustifies such a com-
parison. 
This comparison r eveals that forty per cent of the ele-
oenta listed by the t eachers , as essential to the success of 
the superintendent, were also listed by Chartors and Waples 
as elements w ich made for suooess in the senior high school 
teacher . 
A conparison with tl1e elements which Charters and Waples 
list for the junior high school teacher reveal s a very sim-
ilar situation , as did the comparison with senior high teach-
ers, the only chnnge being the fact that cooperation was 
omitted rrom t he list of elements by Charters and aples, and 
in its place was given industry, which night still be includ-
ed under the tor.o energetic an<l lively worker . Thus , in-
stead of ten i dentical elet1ents, we have only nirie, in com-
par ing t he junior hig'1 teacher with the superi ntendent. 
Of the twenty-six elements lis ted by Charters and Waples, 
es pertainine to the intermediate gr ade t eacher, all are iden-
tica l with those listed for the senior hi gh teacher, with the 
exception of one . Fluency is r eplaced by t he trait intellec-
tual curiosity, and a different arrangement of e lements ls 
observed. Thus, f orty per cent of the traits Listed for the 
i ntermediat e gr o.de teacher were listed for superintendents . 
This waa a lso true of t he primarr- and kindergarten teachers. 
About t he only conclusion, which can be drawn :trom this 
compariaou , is t hat t here is a definite r e l ationship between 
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the traits of school superintendents and t hose possessed by 
teachers i n all grades. A comparison of thi s work with that 
ot Charters and Waples would not reveal any s pecial group ot 
teachers, who ould be more likely than others to succeed a s 
superintendents. 
These col!lparisons ith other lists s hould establish the 
fact t hat t his work has a degree of validity. It is by no 
means in complete agreement with any of them. 
It ould be ell to consider the i mportance of some of 
the individual elements listed by the teachers, as viewed by 
current writers in the field. 
3 
In regard to the element "persona ity", Reeder3 says, 
"There is still another quality of leadership 
which is so important tat it should be given larger 
emphasis than Cubberly gives in his excellent state-
ment above. Th t qualit is pleas! g personality, 
which ma be defined as t hat something about us 
which attracts people to us nd gives them conf'i-
dence in us . 
"To have a pleasing personality according to 
Charters, a perso should be (l) able to listen 
ell, (2J be open-minded, (3) be friendly, (4) be 
forceful of speech and action, (5} be courteous." 
In regard to leadership, Reeder4 says, 
"The tore ost function, therefore, of a school 
administrator, hether he be head of a department, 
a principal, a superintendent, or what not, is to 
furnish leadership to his depart ent, school, or 
school system. " 
• C. Reeder, The Fundamentals of ublic School Ad.mi is-
tration, p. 42. 
4 Ibid. p. 40. 
In Bolton, Cole, and Jessup5 , e find, 
"The greatest service r endered by a superin-
tendent is through his leadership . " 
Th . #' d6 en, again, we iin , 
"The measure of a superintendent can general-
ly be taken by observing the pupils. In a thou-
sand ays his char acter is reflected in the every-
d y performaHce of their tasks and in t heir spon-
taneous behavior on t he school grounds, on the 
street. and in t he home . The school board has a 
right to look t o t he superintendent for education-
al l eadership . " 
Rell er7 says• 
"The superintendent should offer such leader-
ship in his school as will cause t he te~chers and 
pupils to see close r elationship between t he school 
and community, d will stimulate them to work 
t oward attaiome t of the most e ffective relation-
ship." 
In regar d t o leadership, e find again8 , 
"The superintendent must be the chief co-
ordinator and the chief exam.pl.er of the democra-
tic ay of orking . He is t he chief stimulator not 
only in professional interests, but often, also, in 
those t hat are extra professional . n 
9 In t he School dministratora' own Yearbook, .e find : 
"The small school syst em offers opportunities 
for professional leadership by t he superintendent 
ot schools and t he embers of his staff, which are 
limited only by thei r ability to appreciate the 
5Bolton , Cole, and Jessup, The Beginning Superintendent, 
p . 48. 
0Ibid. pp. 53-54. 
7T. L. Reller, "The Educational dministration and the 
Community , " erican School Board Journal, Vol . 100 
(August, 1940), pp . l?-18. 
8A Teacher , erican ohool Board Journal, Vol. 100 
(February, 1940}, p . 26 . 
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number three, respectively. The element "good character" 
would include honesty and native intelligence, which was 
listed as erely intelligence by the teachers. 
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A number of the elements hich were listed by the teach-
ers are expressed by 12 • C. Reavis , when he says, 
"Synthesis of the foregoing lists, as well as 
numerous other lists of such characteristics, re-
veals that the successful school executive should 
rate high in the fol1ow1ng characteristics: 
(l) unselfish mot.ivation, (2) scholarly ability, 
(3) industry, (4) ability to get along with people, 
(5) execut ive capacity." 
Of the elements mentioned above, only one would fail to 
corae under the twe ty-five set up by the teachers. Unsel-
fish motivation \ as not isted in t e group of t ienty-fi ve, 
but was listed in Table Vas one of the elements mentioned 
by four of the teachers. Scholarly ability may well be class-
ed under general education or intelligence. Ho ever, this 
same ele ent was listed separately in Table v. Industry was 
listed by the teachers as energetic and lively ,or·er. Abil-
ity to get along with people was listed as psychologist, and 
executive ability was referred to as adtdnistrative ability. 
In regard to the super! tendent's ability to understand 
people, one 
y superintendent kno show t get along with 
people. Never has he asked us to get along 1th 
him." 
In regard to loyalty to his teachers and tact in handling 
12 ii. c. Reavis, "Personal Character Desired in a Publio 
School Executive," Elementar y School Journal, Vol. 40 
(February, 1940), p. 420. 
13c. Erickson, eet the Superi tendent," Schoel Executive, 
Vol. 60 (December, 1940), p. 29. 
them, this same writerl4 says, 
"He's always looking out for h i s teachers. 
He never forgets t hat he was once a classroom in-
structor. He has a good memory that ay. He 
wouldn't for the world let me think t hat he is t he 
commanding superior, and I his humbl e and fearing 
teacher." 
Of cooperation, shel5 says, 
"Progress is nade through cooperation. At the 
base of his plan of advancement is his implicit be-
lief in Voltaire's maxim, 'I may disapprove of what 
you say, but I wi ll defend to death your right to 
say it.'" 
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On this same element, Reeder16 has t he following to say, 
rJJie should seek suggestions and cooperation of 
every employee in administration and improvement ot 
the school . " 
In regard to experience, Cubberly thinks t hat the super-
intendent shoul d have five or six years of apprenticeship, 
during which time he would more than double t he effectiveness 
of his general and professional collegiate preparation. 
Superintendent Broome or Philade1phia sent inquiries 
concerning the qualities hich make for success in the super-
intendency to fitteen school executives who are generally 
conceded to be sucoesstul. They represented cities from fifty 
thousand to one million population. One or the elements which 
they listed as ability to understand people, in their con-
fidence, and secure cooperation in worthy enterprises. 
14Ibid. 
15rbid. 
16 • o. Reeder, "Protessional Ethics - A Code for Adminis-
trators," Nations Schools (January,. 1941), pp. 50-51. 
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17 Bolton, Cole, and Jessup express the general opinion 
regarding the superintendent's handling of school finance, 
when they say, 
"The superintendent's leadership with the 
Board of Education depends largely upon his know-
ledge of school finance." 
And again18 , 
"In no other single ay is a superintendent 
so apt to inpress the board of education favorably 
as in his business management." 
17Bolton, Cole, and Jessup, The Beginning Superintendent, 
p. 120. 
18 Ibid. p . 69. 
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TABLE VII 
CO.MPARISON OF OPINIONS ACCORDirG TO SCHOOL SIZE 
RANK BY SCHOOL SI£J!i 
ELEMENT Groups 
l 2 3 
1. Personality 1 l 2 
2. Professional kno:vledge 2 25 1 
3. Leadership 5 8 4 
4. dministrative ability 3 10 3 
5. Honesty 11 2 14 
6. Tactfulness 4 6 12 
7. Understanding l.O 3 15 
a. Psychologist 6 15 6 
9. Education, general 21 4 8 
10. Cooperative 8 5 19 
11. Intelligent 14 24 5 
12. Respect, keeping of others' 16 16 11 
13. Progressive 15 19 9 
14. orker, energetic and 
lively 7 17 24 
15. Q.ualifications, academic 9 20 18 
16. xer, good 12 11. 23 
17. Broadminded 22 21 7 
18. Enthusiasm 17 13 17 
19. Experience 23 7 21 
20. Loyalty 24 9 20 
(Table VII continued) 
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RANK BY SCHOOL SIZE 
ELEMENT Groups 
l 2 3 
21. Confidence, keeping ot 
public's 20 22 13 
22. Finance, ability to handle 
school 18 23 16 
23. Friendly 19 14 22 
24. Discipline, ability to 
maintain 13 12 25 
25. Organizer, good 25 18 10 
Consideration of Opinions ocording to School Size: 
Table VII shows the twenty-five most essential elements 
in order of importance, as ranked by all the teachers, and 
their rank by the three different school sizes. This order 
ot importance as determined in the same manner as was the 
rank of elements in Table VI. 
In other words, the tventy-five most essential elements 
were listed in the order given them by all the teachers. 
Then, in oolumn two was listed the rank which the element 
would have had, had these t enty-five hi heat ele ents been 
arr~nged only by teachers in Group one, which included those 
teachers in schools of fifteen or less teachers . In column 
three was listed the rank hioh the element would have re-
oeived had it been ranked only by teachers in Group two, 
which included teachers in schools having sixteen to thirty-
tive teachers. Column tour gave the rank which the element 
ould have received had it been ranked only by teachers in 
Group three, which included those in schools of more than 
thirty-five teachers . 
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This table is, to a large extent, self-explanatory. A 
tew interesting facts might well be mentioned ,11th regard to 
it. Personality, the highest ranking element based on the 
opinions of all the teachers, was also placed first by Groups 
one and two, and placed second by Group three . This would in-
dicate that regardless ot the size of the school system, there 
was a conformity of opinion in regard to this element. In 
contrast to this uniformity of opinion, we have professional 
knowledge being placed second by all the teachers, second by 
Group one, first by Group three, and twenty-fifth by Group 
two. 
Table VII reveals that there was a general reshuffling 
of elements by each of the three groups, as conpared with the 
opinions of the entire group. Not one single element received 
the same rank by all four of these classifications, and only 
one, personality , received the same ranking by three or the 
four classifications. Next to t his there came the elements: 
keeping the respect of others, professionai knowledge. taot-
tulness, enthusiasm, loyalty, and good organizer, which re-
ceived the same ranking by only two of the four difterent 
classitications. The remaining eighteen elements received 




CO ARISON OF OPINIONS ACCORDING TO YE S TAUGH.11' 
RANK BY Y-£.ARS TAUGHT 
ELEMENT Groups 
A B 0 
1 . Personality 0 1 l 
2. Professional kno ledge 0 5 2 
3. Leadership 0 2 9 
4. Administrative ability 0 6 5 
5. H nesty 0 4 6 
6 . Taottulness 3 3 ll 
'I. Understanding 5 ? ? 
a. Psychologist 0 22 3 
9. Education, general 0 15 4 
10. Cooperative l 9 15 
11. Intelligent 0 10 10 
12. Respect, keeping of others' 0 8 20 
13. Progressive 0 12 17 
14. orker, energetic and 
lively 0 17 1-2 
15. Q.ualifications, academic 0 ll 23 
16. 1:x:er, good 0 24 8 
17. Broadminded 0 .13 21 
18. Enthusiasm 0 14 19 
19. Experience 2 20 25 
20. Loyalty 0 21 16 
(Table VIII continued) 
RANK BY YEARS TAUG.ti'l.' 
1i'T .mm.NT Groups 
A B C 
21. Confidence, keeping of 
public's 0 18 18 
22. Finance, ability to handle 
school 0 23 14 
23. Friendly 0 16 22 
24. Discipline, ability to 
maintain 4 19 24 
2~ . Organizer, good 0 25 13 
A Consideration ot Opinions .According to Years Teaching 
Experience: 
?O 
Table VIII is a c omparison of the opinions of the teach-
ers, based on the number or years teaching experience or t he 
teachers who replied. 
In column one of this table, the tienty-five oat essen-
tial elements were ranked in the order of importance as rank-
ed by all the teachers and given in Table VI. Column to 
listed the rank as given by Group , which included first 
year teachers, and due t o the fact t hnt only t, o teachers 
ere in this group , few of t he elements were even mentioned 
by this group . Column t hree ranked t he elements according to 
the opinions of the teachers in Group B, which included those 
teachers of from two to eight years teaching experience. 
Col·i.mm tour gave the rank according to those teachers in 
Group c. hich i ncluded teachers with nine or more years 
teaching experience. 
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As has already been pointed out , Group A afforded only 
t wo replies, and , therefore, can be considered as of only 
very little importance . or these twenty-five highest ranking 
elements, only five were mentioned by t hese two teachers. 
Disregarding Group A, we find personality, the high 
r anking element accor ding to the entire group , ranked first 
by both Groups Band C, and it is the only element given the 
same rank in three of the f our classifications . No element 
received the same rank in all f our clasnifications. On only 
f our differ ent elenenta did Groups Band C agree as to rank. 
They were: personality, understanding, intelligent, and 
keeping of public's confidence. On none of the other twent y-
one elements did they agree as to rank. 
In this tabl e, as i n Tables VI and VII, rank was deter-
mined by adding the times mentioned to the points scored . 
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TADLE IX 
C ARI.)J.:.. J I OPL.. ff TEACHERS 
BY Gl-utn I TAUGHT 
Group s 
X y 
1. Person lity 1 l 
2. Profe s onal know ed e 2 2 
3. l..e de ship 6 3 
4. 
. 
filS1jr ti Vt. bili~y 3 7 
R n sty 4 5 
6~ Tactf'ulness 8 4 
7. u erstandi 5 a 
8. sycholog t 7 13 
9 . Education, eneral 9 ~ 
10 . ooperative 15 6 
11. Intelligent 13 14 
12. Reapec.t, keepi of others• 12 22 
13. rogressive 10 23 
14. Wor er , energetic d 
lively 22 12 
15. Q.uallf'ications, academic l.l 24 
16 . ixer, good 18 17 
l '1. Bro dm1 ded 21 16 
18. Enthusia 1 6 18 
19 .. Experience 1 7 1 9 
20. Loyalty- 24 ll 
(Table IX c o tinued) 
?3 
RANK BY GRADES TAUGHT 
EI,EMENT Groups 
X y 
21. Confidence, keeping of 
public's 23 15 
22. Finance, ability to handle 
school 14 26 
23. Friendly 25 10 
24. Discipline, ability to 
maintain 19 20 
25. Organizer, good 20 21 
Comparison of Opinions of High School and Elementary Teachers: 
Table IX oo pares the opinions of teachers in Group X, 
which included high school teachers, and Group Y, hich was 
made up of elementary teachers • 
.Again, column one listed the twenty-five most essential 
elements as ranked by all the teachers. Column two gives the 
rank according to the opin.ion of high school teaohel's, 
Column three gives the rank according to the opinion of the 
elementary teachers. This ranking for column was determined 
in the same manner used to determine the rank of elements in 
Table VI. 
Personality, the highest ranking element for all the 
teachers, as also the highest ranking element for each of 
these to groups . The same second ranking element, pro-
fessional kno ledge, in Table VI was also ranked second by 
each of these to groups. General education, hich as ranked 
as ninth by all the teachers, also received the rank of ninth 
by each of these to groups. The following elements received 
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the same rank by two ot the three different classifications: 
leadership, honesty, keeping the respect of others, enthusi-
asm, and experience. The remaining elements r eceived dif-
ferent rankings by each of the three different classifications. 
There appears to be very little relationship between the 
opinions of grade and high school teachers. However, it 
should be noted that the fact that a different ranking was 
given to a specified number of elem_ents, by no means proves 
that their opinions have no relationship. 
C 
CO CLUSIO S 




This ark was carried out 1th the idea of affording a 
self-evaluation scale to superintendents, and also a basis 
for the evaluation of superintendents by school boards . As 
a basis on hioh to formulate such a scale, the opinions of 
teachers in Oklahoma were considered, 
The questionnaire s e ployed as an agency for the col-
lection of the desired information. The questionnaire as 
circulated throughout the state, with particular attention 
being given to geographical distribution and to school sizes. 
The replies from these questionnaires were tabulated 
and a chart made listing in alphabetical order all the ele-
ents entioned by the questionnaires, giving the number of 
times each was mentioned, and also t he number of points hioh 
each scored, based on their rank:1Dgs in Part II of the ques-
tionnaire. 
From this list of one hundred fifty-five different ele-
ments, the t enty-five highest ranking ere selected and ar-
ranged in order of itrlportance . 
Each of these elements as considered individually, and 
compared 1th elements listed in other ords. and mentioned 
in the literature on this subject . 
This co arison ith other works indicated the validity 
of this ork. It s found that there was considerable agree-
ment between the ideas of teachers and others, in isting the 
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elements essential to the suocess of the superintendent . A 
comparison with the thirty elements listed in the Eleventh 
Yearbook revealed t hat t he school board members included 
seventy-two per cent of the elements which the teachers had 
listed. 
A comparison with the work of Charters and Waples, in 
regard to teacher traits, r evealed that t here was a definite 
relationship between t he traits of teachers and the traits ot 
superintendents , but indicated no particular group of teach-
ers, who possessed a greater similarit y to the superintendent 
than the other groups . 
The comparison of opinions of teachers according to 
school size indicated little conformity among the three g roups, 
in r anki ng the twenty-five most essential elements. This same 
thing was found t o be true when comparisons wer e made acoord-
ing to years teaching experience of the teacher, and accord-
ing to whether she was a high school or grade school teacher. 
Statement of Contribution: 
This work makes available the summarized opinions of a 
number of Oklahoma teachers, and affords a basis for self-
evaluation to t he superintendent, also a list of elements 
which might be used by boards of education in dealing wi t h 
their pr oblem of superintendent selection and re-employment . 
It is based on the assertion of Herbold t hat of all the 
people who evaluate superintendents, the teacher is best 
qual.ified. 
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This paper gives the opinion of Oklal,o.ma teachers in re-
gard to the elements which make for success in t he Oklahoma 
superintendency. and shoul d be, therefore, of particular 
value to Oklahoma super intendents and boards of education. 
Statement of Limitations : 
Possibly one of t he most serious l iLtltations of this 
paper is t he rather sm~ll nUl!lber of r eplies on which it is 
based. As has already been pointed out, only one hundred 
fi~y- six replies were received . One explanation for this 
might well be the type of questionnaire employed. The ques-
tionnaire did require more thought and time than would have 
been required by a cheok-list . 
There is a possibility that another method by which the 
work night have been improved \7ould have been the use of a 
more objective t ype of questionnaire . 
Possibly t he opinions of teachers should have been com-
bined with the opinions or principals and of superintendents . 
Consider ation might have been given to the qualities 
possessed by superintendents who axe considered successful, 
a.s viewed by their own teachers . 
Suggestions for Further Study: 
A :ciore deta iled study migllt be carried out pertaining 
to the qualities actuall y possessed by superintendents who 
are recognized ns successful , as compared with the elements 
listed as most important .by the teachers . 
A study might be nade to determine whether or not t here 
is any relationship between t he possession of these qua11ties 
and the number of years which a superintendent remains in his 
?8 
position. 
A study might be made to see if there is any correlation 
between t he possession of these elements by t he superinten-
dent and t he scholastic success of his students in high school 
and later in college , or between his possession of t hese ele-
ments and t he financial success of his students after school. 
This study could be f urther verified by obtaining the 
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